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BBC World Service Trust
Report from The Hague
Have ever spent your birthday in a distressful situation? Well, another alleged victim of the Sierra Leone Civil
War, an Electrical Engineer, has told the Special Court that for fear of the AFRC/RUF terror, he spent his 19th
birthday in a Sierra Leonean cave on March 2, 1998, eating bush yam, wild leaves and bush rats. Mr. Emmanuel
Bull, a 2006 graduate of the University of Sierra Leone took the stand against indicted Former Liberian President,
Charles Taylor in The Hague on Thursday and testified to how the AFRC and the RUF terrorised civilians. Joseph
Cheeseman reports.
CHEESEMAN: The prosecution 45th witness Emmanuel Bull, a dramatic story teller, demonstrated before the
judges every act of terror that the AFRC and RUF allegedly rained on him and his family. Mr. Bull dramatized how
the RUF and AFRC put him, his father, and his brother at gun point while they were going in search of a relative
who had been captured by the rebels. The judges themselves took note of how the prosecution 45th witness showed
the holding and the pointing of the guns at captives of the RUF and the AFRC. Mr. Bull recalled how an RUF
Commander named Major Karlee Amara in an operation code named Clear the Way and operation No Living Thing
instructed the fighters to amputate civilians. Emmanuel said he was later recruited by the AFRC and the RUF as a
fighter. The witness told prosecution Lawyer Christopher Santora that he was part of operation Clear The Way.
BULL: They cut one hundred hands, and then I want them to put these arms in a bag and bring them to me, that I
heard him say.
SANTORA: Who exactly did he say this to?
BULL: He was saying to the 61 of us (indistinct) group that was selected to go on this operation.
SANTORA: Did he say anything else?
BULL: He said cut the hands of one hundred people, take as much property as you can, and then put it on the heads
of the civilians, and all other civilians you think you can leave, kill them all, that was what he said.
CHEESEMAN: The acts of terrors allegedly committed by the RUF are being attributed to the support Mr. Taylor
reportedly gave to the Sierra Leone rebel group. Mr. Bull described to prosecution lawyer, Christopher Santora the
destruction he saw in the Sierra Leonean Town of Mamboma.
BULL: When I entered Mamboma, I could not by then identify, I did not know even that this is Mamboma, because
all the houses were burned. Only one single house was left, and then I saw dead bodies, and I saw a head cut off and
placed on a stick. And one of the guys was saying, yo! Look look- that’s the ruler coming to cut your head. And I
said man, don’t do that, I love you, I like you man, I want to be with you.
SANTORA: You said you also saw bodies. Where did you see the bodies?
BULL: I saw the bodies by the broken and burned houses.
CHEESEMAN: Emmanuel Bull admitted he’s the younger brother of the prosecution 44th witness, Samuel Bull
who testified against Charles Taylor on Wednesday in the Special Court. Emmanuel’s direct examination continues
on Friday.
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United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
25 September 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Sixteen Soldiers Discharged from new Liberian Army for ‘Gross Insubordination’
(The News, Daily Observer, New Democrat, The Monitor, Liberian Express, National Chronicle, The Inquirer,
Heritage, The Informer, The Analyst)

•

•

•
•

Sixteen soldiers of the newly trained Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) have been discharged
from the army for what Defense authorities termed as “gross insubordination.” Reports say
some disenchanted soldiers of the 23rd Infantry Battalion of the AFL on Wednesday protested
their removal from their air-cooled apartments.
The relocation was intended to accommodate more than 500 of their colleagues who had
graduated from the Sandi Ware military barracks at the VOA. The protesting soldiers,
according to information, resisted a Defense Ministry order to swap their apartment rooms,
complaining that where they were being taken to was substandard and unfit for them.
Reports carried in all segments of the media speak of calm returning to the barracks.
A Ministry of National Defense statement said the situation was an isolated case, which
requires disciplinary measures and that it was being dealt with by the military high command.
The media generally portrayed the development as a bad signal as initial public reaction said
such stringent disciplinary action was necessary to ensure law and order in the new army.

First Batch of ERU Officers to Graduate Next Week
(New Democrat, The Inquirer, The News, The Informer, The Analyst)

•
•

The first batch of 139 Emergency Response Unit (ERU) officers is expected to complete an
eight-month training exercise on 3 October. The ERU was established within the Liberia
National Police to combat the increasing rate of armed robbery and other crimes.
Part of the mandate of the ERU is to deal with riot control, anti-crime patrols in high crime
areas and to provide assistance in major disaster situations. The U.S. government is
providing specialized trainers, protective and tactical equipment and firearms while the Irish
government provided 30 vehicles.

EPA Closes Aluminum Factory - Fines Other Entities
(The Analyst, The Inquirer, Daily Observer, Heritage)

•

•

The Environmental Protection Company (EPA) announced at a press conference yesterday
that it is closing down the International Aluminum Factory (IAF) in Sinkor for breaching its
permit. Speaking to journalist at the EPA headquarters, the Executive Director, Ben Donnie
said the permit which the company received was to construct and operate a showroom at the
location. But contrary to the mandates of the permit, the company has disguised an assembly
plant there.
The Heritage and Inquirer newspapers quote the Manager of IAF, Marwon Eid as saying that
the EPA has not informed them of the latest action nor has the agency informed them of a
violation or breach of contract. Mr. Eid described the action by the EPA to order a closure of
their facility as not only unfortunate but confusing.
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•

•

The Inquirer reports that the EPA also announced that MC Sanitors was fined US$1000 for
illegally dumping medical waste at the Centre Street Cemetery when the cemetery was closed
to further burials.
Meanwhile the Daily Observer and Inquirer newspapers say the EPA has disclosed that recent
flooding in King Gray community was due to the construction of two structures belonging to
Sethi Brothers and Jetty Trading Company in the area. The agency gave the entities the
option to either relocate or build a drainage system in the area to alleviate the flooding
problems.

State Moves to Stop Detained Senator's Admission to Bail
(National Chronicle, The Inquirer, The News, The Monitor, Liberian Express)

•
•
•
•
•

State lawyers have filed a prohibition petition to restrain Judge Korboi Nuta from admitting
detained Margibi County Senator Roland Kaine to bail.
In a 9-count petition, the prosecution said Judge Nuta proceeded wrongly by granting Kaine’s
application for bail and at the same time assigning the motion for hearing today.
The prosecution wants Chambers Justice Jamesetta Wolokollie to, among other things, issue
an order to Criminal Court “B” to halt all further proceedings in the case regarding the
massacre of several farm workers in Kolleh Town in June.
The court’s ruling on Tuesday sparked serious confusion and a chain of reactions from several
quarters.
It is not clear whether state lawyers will obey the assignment for the hearing of the motion to
bail since the court has already ruled without hearing an argument.

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News monitored today at 9:00 am)
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

State Prosecutors Abhor Senator's Admission to Bail
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Emergency Response Police to Graduate Next Week
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Assessments show Sexual Exploitation and Gender Bias
• Mobilization assessments at three institutions of higher learning show a high rate of sexual
exploitation and issues of gender biases.
• The assessments carried out by the Liberia National Students Union (LINSU) noticed the
exchange of sex and money for grades, and discrimination among males and females.
• LINSU’s Gender Desk Project Officer, Euphemia Swen said the assessment also established
that most of the exploitations are not reported as a result of fear.
• The mobilization assessments at the University of Liberia, Cuttington University and Booker
Washington Institute campuses were carried out to form Gender Clubs.
• The formation of the G-Clubs is part of a five-year project of LINSU funded by UNFPA.
Vai Town Bridge Reconstruction Agreement Signed
• An agreement for the construction of the collapsed Vai town bridge has been signed between
a Chinese company and government.
• Public Works Minister Loseni Dunzo said the China Chongqing International Construction
Corporation would undertake the new bridge project.
• Mr. Dunzo said the project, which cost more than US$14m would last for at least two years.
• The Public Works Minister said the Chinese Company is to begin the work with immediate
effect.
• During the ceremony Vice President Joseph Boakai and Chinese Ambassador Zhou Yuxiao
described the agreement as highly significant.
• The Vai town bridge commonly known as the old bridge collapsed two years ago after nearly
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•

sixty-two years of existence.
The bridge construction project is being directly supported by the World Bank.

(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Uncertainty Looms over Suspended Pro-Tempore Reinstatement
• A cloud of uncertainty remains at the Senate over the reinstatement of Isaac Nyenabo as
President Pro Tempore of the Senate.
• Chambers Justice Jamesetta Wolokollie Tuesday ordered the Senate to reinstate suspended
Pro Temp Nyenabo with immediate effect but the Senate leadership was on Wednesday
entangled into hours of discussion on the ruling.
• Though the outcome of the discussion was not made public it is believed no agreement was
reached on Nyenabo’s reinstatement.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Sinoe Superintendent Comments on Crisis at key Plantation
• Sinoe County Superintendent Sylvester Grigsby says the situation at the Sinoe Rubber
Corporation remains fragile despite frantic efforts to restore calm at the plantation.
• Superintendent Grigsby said members of the dissolved citizens’ welfare committee are still
preventing free movement at the SRC.
• The Sinoe County Superintendent confirmed that two persons have been shot at the
plantation but said they did not die.
• He said the conflict has also left several persons seriously wounded at the plantation and that
several persons have been arrested in connection with the incident.
• Mr. Grigsby called on the requisite authorities to intervene to stop the situation from
degenerating into a full-scale conflict.
*****
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Star Radio
Thursday, 25 September 2008
Human Rights Watch welcomes Chuckie Taylor's trial
Written by Wellington Geevon Smith
The New York-based Human Rights Watch says it welcome the trial of the son of detained former
President Charles in the United States.
Charles MacArthur Taylor, Jr. commonly called Chuckie is to face trial for crimes he allegedly committed
when his father was in power in Liberia.
Human Rights Watch said the trial is significant as the first ever prosecution under a US law that makes it
a crime to commit torture anywhere in the world.
The group argued the trial is also significant as one of the first prosecutions for human rights abuses
committed in Liberia in recent years.
It hopes the case will spark increased focus in Liberia on the need for other prosecutions of the most
serious human rights violations committed in Liberia.
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The Economist
Thursday, 26 September 2008
http://www.economist.com/world/mideast-africa/displaystory.cfm?story_id=12305399
Saving the president
Efforts to rescue Sudan’s president from the International Criminal Court

THE UN Security Council is under pressure to suspend the International
Criminal Court’s prosecution of Sudan’s president, Omar al-Bashir, for
alleged genocide and crimes against humanity. Many say that if the court
agrees to the prosecutor’s request for an arrest warrant against Mr Bashir,
the strife in Sudan’s warring region of Darfur could get a lot worse, and
that the Sudanese president will simply cease all co-operation with the
UN and foreign governments seeking to find an end to the conflict. Others
argue equally forcefully that a possibly permanent deferral of justice
would create a bad precedent, irreparably damaging the world’s first
permanent war-crimes court, with no guarantee that Mr Bashir would
behave any better.
Under Article 16 of the court’s statute, inserted at the insistence of the
Security Council’s five permanent members (three of whom—China,
Russia and the United States—refused to sign up to the court), the council
has the power to suspend ICC proceedings at any time for a period of up
to 12 months (infinitely renewable) without needing to provide any justification; it is assumed that such a
move would be taken only in the interests of peace and security.
In the five years since the ICC has been operating, Article 16 has never been invoked. But then the court
has never before sought to indict a serving head of state. (Slobodan Milosevic, Serbia’s late president, and
Charles Taylor, Liberia’s former one, were both tried by other ad hoc war-crimes tribunals.) Nor has the
ICC ever before sought to bring a charge of genocide, the gravest of international crimes.
Unsurprisingly, Mr Bashir does not like the charge at all, and nor do the rest of his peers in the 53member African Union (AU) and the 56-member Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC). Both
groups have demanded that the Security Council suspend proceedings against Mr Bashir, quite a few of
their members no doubt fearing that it could be their turn next.
In July, South Africa and Libya, both current members of the Security Council, tried, with backing from
China and Russia, both veto-wielding permanent members, to tag an amendment to that effect onto a
Security Council resolution renewing the hybrid UN-AU peacekeeping force in Darfur. It failed, for want
of support. But since then, two other permanent members, Britain and France, seem to have been
persuaded to back a deferral, though only on certain tough conditions.
As a quid pro quo, Mr Bashir would have to agree, at a minimum, to stop all attacks by his forces on
civilians and aid workers in Darfur; hand over the two men already indicted by the court, Ahmad Harun,
Sudan’s humanitarian affairs minister, and Ali Kushayb, a leader of the government-backed janjaweed
militia; and facilitate the deployment of peacekeepers in the region. Secret ministerial discussions are
continuing in various capitals.
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But the Sudanese president sounds increasingly defiant. Meanwhile the situation in Darfur, where an
estimated 300,000 have already lost their lives and some 3m have been forced to flee their homes in the
five-year conflict, continues to deteriorate.
Further increasing the pressure on the ICC if it does indict Mr Bashir (a decision is expected in
November), several AU and OIC members, who together account for a third of the ICC’s 108 states
parties, have threatened to pull out of the court. With an eye on Sudan, Ban Ki-moon, the UN’s secretarygeneral, recently declared that the search for a balance between peace and justice “should never be
influenced by the threats and postures of those seeking to escape justice”. This week Luis MorenoOcampo, the ICC’s chief prosecutor, has been in New York urging world leaders, gathered for the 63rd
session of the UN General Assembly, to let the court continue its prosecution without the Security
Council’s intervention. These are dangerous times for the fledgling court.

